
This book creates a means for those affected by 

adoption to fully grieve the losses inherent in 

adoption by simply opening the book, reading, & 

doing the work contained within the pages.  Joe 

provides a way to examine 'the adoption 

experience' in a gentle & sincere way allowing for 

a unique healing opportunity. - Jean Provance 

LCSW, psychotherapist & adoption educator. 

We have been given a gift; a ground breaking, 

deeply insightful analysis of the complex reasons 

why adoption reunions are so often interrupted or 

destroyed by the lack of self- knowledge.  This 

book shows adoptees & their mothers, those brave 

survivors of the excruciating trauma induced when 

they were separated, how to heal themselves in 

order to prepare for & deal with reunion. Here is a 

detailed set of psychological skills  enabling 

reunitees to travel safely & well. - Joss Shawyer,  

author of Death by Adoption, Voices from Exile 
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Joe Soll has probably worked with adoptees & first 

parents more than anyone else on the planet. His 

approach has always involved empathy, intuition 

and introspection, without which dialogue runs 

dry. Few know the depth of the adoptee and first 

parent experience as well as Joe Soll, especially 

the dark side, where loss and loneliness reside.  

Combining his experience, or perhaps we should 

say wisdom, with current therapeutic approaches, 

Joe creates an environment where growth can 

occur. Read his work, try it out, see how it works 

for you.  Robert Andersen, M.D., psychiatrist, 

author of Second Choice: Growing Up Adopted 

and A Bridge Less Travelled: Twice Visited 

Joe Soll writes as first-person witness about 

adoption... as a healer who has helped so  many 

others cack the seal on doors that hold their true 

identities... heartfully, mindfully, soulfully...  Joe 

brings new ways...  to see the realities, understand 

that early separation from family may be 

recapitulated in other ways, psychologically and 

spiritually, throughout one's life, & how to mend  

& walk strong. So worthy  a set of endeavors. –

Clarissa Pinkola Estés, Ph.D. testifier in 

legislatures for adoptee parity, author of foreword 

to Finding Our Place:  100 Memorable 

Adoptees, Women Who Run with the Wolves 

and Untie the Strong Woman: Blessed Mother's 

Immaculate Love for the Wild Soul 

Joe Soll knows well how the pain of loss can 

undermine relationships… Delving deeply into 

both the loss of the child and of the mother are 

necessary preludes to reunions if they are to 

proceed without another devastation. This book 

will help those affected by adoption to find these 

qualities and permit themselves to engage in 

fulfilling relationships - Nancy Verrier, 

psychotherapist, author of Primal Wound: 

Legacy of the adopted child and Coming Home 

to Self: The Adopted Child Grows Up. 

Practical advice for adoptees, their parents & 

therapists.  The focus is on the healing power of 

openness, truth & validation of self, in adoption 

(rather than the toxic secrets, lies & myths, still so 

prevalent in the adoption world). This is an 

important book. . a must read." - David Kirschner, 

PhD., Psychoanalyst, author of Adoption: 

Uncharted Waters. Psychologist's Case Studies. 
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